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Abstract: Across the world, cultural heritage is eradicated at an unprecedented rate by development, agriculture, and natural erosion. Remote sensing using airborne and satellite sensors is an essential tool for rapidly investigating human traces over large surfaces of our planet, but even large monumental structures may be visible as only faint indications on the surface. In this paper, we demonstrate the utility of a machine learning approach using airborne laser scanning data to address a “needle-in-a-haystack” problem, which involves the search for remnants of Viking ring fortresses throughout Denmark. First ring detection was applied using the Hough circle transformations and template matching, which detected 202,048 circular features in Denmark. This was reduced to 199 candidate sites by using their geometric properties and the application of machine learning techniques to classify the cultural and topographic context of the features. Two of these near perfectly circular features are convincing candidates for Viking Age fortresses, and two are candidates for either glacial landscape features or simple meteor craters. Ground-truthing revealed the latter sites as ice age features, while the cultural heritage sites Borgø and Trælbanke urge renewed archaeological investigation in the light of our findings. The fact that machine learning identifies compelling new candidate sites for ring fortresses demonstrates the power of the approach. Our automatic approach is applicable worldwide where digital terrain models are available to search for cultural heritage sites, geomorphological features, and meteor impact craters.
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1. Introduction

Finding rare natural or cultural features on the surface of our densely vegetated and fast eroding planet is an urgent challenge. Recently, improvements in sensors, data processing, and visualization have transformed the scope of archaeological discovery and investigation. Successful, recent examples include the use of airborne laser scanning (ALS) data to detect structures at Rome’s ancient harbor [1] or to map the jungle-covered settlement landscape of Cambodia’s Angkor Wat complex [2] and the multi-period city of Jerash, Jordan [3]. In a similar manner, meteor impact craters are detected in Google Earth images [4], or in airborne radar soundings of the Greenland Ice-sheet [5].

Not all archaeological monuments are easily detected. Recently, ALS survey data led to the discovery of a previously unknown Viking Age (10th Century CE) ring fortresses, Borggring, near Copenhagen, Denmark [6]. These rare sites comprise circular turf and timber ramparts 10–18 m broad and up to 5 m high, which enclosed an area of 120 to 250 m in diameter, with a geometrically arranged system of streets and houses in the interior (Figure 1). Borggring was overlooked because a
millennium of erosion and truncation by the cultivation mean that only subtle remains of the rampart are visible on the surface today as an interrupted bank 0.15 m high.

The ring fortresses are believed to form a network of royal strongholds marking a budding state formation during the reign of King Harald Bluetooth c. 958 to 986 CE [7]. The regular spacing of the five known examples suggest that further unrecognized fortresses forming part of this network may have existed. Evidence from excavations at Fyrkat and Borgring also suggest that the construction of these fortresses may not have been completed at the time of their abandonment [8,9]. Thus, being able to confirm or refute the existence of further examples is of great importance for our understanding of the politics of the era. However, to date, there has not been a systematic attempt to discover them.

Limited resources prohibit manually interpreting the ALS data on a national scale. We addressed this using an automatic feature detection workflow to look for unrecognized ring fortress in ALS data covering 42,036 km$^2$ of present-day Denmark (the whole landmass of the country excluding the island of Bornholm).

This presents a difficult problem for feature detection approaches of remote sensing, where a large number of examples are usually used to train classifiers [10–15]. In this case, these methods are inappropriate, as Borgring is the only example of an erosion damaged fortress that has not been extensively reconstructed in the recent past [16]. Additionally, unidentified Trelleborg-type fortresses are unlikely to be complete, as they may be truncated by later development and erosion processes. Thus, the methods used in this research must be capable of detecting partial or fragmented features, which are sensitive to features with poorly defined ramparts, and not reliant on large training datasets.

To address this, we used computer vision methods to detect 202,048 annular topographic features in the ALS data, which were then refined by training a Random Forests Classifier on the topographic and historical context of the known examples (see Figure 2). The classified results were further refined using the geometric properties of the features to 199 candidates. We suggest that two of the candidates should be further investigated as potential ring fortresses of this period.

Figure 1. Confirmed and new candidates for Viking Age military installations and ring fortresses on the map of Denmark and adjacent areas of present-day Germany and Sweden showing estimates of relative late Viking Age human (10th Century CE) population density [17], the confirmed Viking Age ring fortresses (blue-black circles), contemporary fortified cities, and the royal center in UNESCO World Heritage site Jelling (open blue) [6], the fully developed linear defensive earthwork across the southern frontier, the UNESCO World Heritage site Dannevirke, and the two new candidate sites, Trælbanke and Borgø (larger blue circles), from the automatic feature detection (a), archaeological reconstruction of the Fyrkat ring fortress (b), and an example of plans of recognized ring fortresses Aggersborg (c), and Fyrkat (d) [6,8].
Figure 2. Summary of feature detection, classification, and evaluation workflow, with inset map of Denmark showing the locations of the resulting 199 ring features classified as candidate fortresses and their actual classifications.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Design

The recognized Trelleborg-type ring fortresses are defined by a circular earthen rampart typically 120 to 250 m in diameter. Unrecognized Viking Age or Medieval ring fortresses and similar earth works are likely to be heavily truncated by centuries of cultivation and obscured by landcover. ALS data is
ideal for this task, as the high spatial resolution data is ideal for detecting subtle differences in elevation, and can detect features of this scale even under dense forest canopies. Additionally, there is also a high likelihood that these features are detectable as only partial rings, since they may be impacted by modern development and erosion processes. Thus, any detection algorithm must be able to detect interrupted, fragmented, and partial ring structures. Additionally, the low number of extant examples that have not been reconstructed means that there is simply not enough training data for deep learning object detection approaches [18–20].

To deal with this, we used computer vision algorithms designed to detect circular features based on their geometry rather than a large training set of examples. The algorithms utilized in this study do this successfully. However, a large number of false positives are detected. This is desirable, as the scarcity of these features means that overlooking potential fortresses is a risk.

The well-defined and coherent geometric properties of the known examples of the ring fortress meant that the number of false positives can be reduced by selecting features of particular shapes, sizes, and proportions.

Furthermore, the topographic and landscape context of these features can be used to classify the detected rings to attempt to distinguish potential fortresses from other features. While the general topography has not changed greatly since the Viking period, large-scale drainage, land reclamation, and canalization mean that the locations and extent of coasts, rivers, and wetlands were very different. Thus, ALS data was used for topographic context in conjunction with coastlines, rivers, wetlands, and roads digitized from mapping dating to the late 18th Century, before many of these changes took place. These data, in conjunction with significant toponyms, were used to train a Random Forests classifier [21]. This approach has two advantages. First, by using the wider context of the fortresses, all of the existing examples of ring fortresses can be used to train the classifier even though the sites themselves have been extensively modified since they were excavated. Second, the Random Forests classifier is resistant to overfitting with the comparatively small training data sets used in this study [22,23].

2.2. Data and Data Processing

The 2007 DHM (Danmark’s Højde Model) airborne laser scanning derived digital terrain model (DTM) was used for this study. The data were acquired as a 1.6 m spatial resolution raster, interpolated from points classified as ground surface by The Danish National Geodata Agency (Kortforsyningen) and supplied as 1 km² tiles [24]. The 2007 dataset was chosen for this task over the higher resolution 2014 survey [25] because the spatial resolution is sufficient for the large features considered in this case. In addition, the impact of soil erosion on archaeological features highlighted by recent work [26] is reduced. Tiles for the entirety of Denmark (excluding the island of Bornholm) were collated into 900 km² tiles with a 300 m overlap to mitigate edge effects in data processing and feature detection. The data were then smoothed using a 3-pixel radius median filter to reduce the influence of spikes and noise. The data were then processed using the residual relief [27,28] technique to enable segmentation of the model into relative positive and negative topographic features at the scale of the ring castles.

The technique implemented, in this case, uses the convolution of two Gaussian filters at different spreads to remove the general trend of the terrain while preserving smaller topographic features. The advantage of this method is that the weighting of the kernel using the Gaussian distribution preserves coherent features smaller than the spread of the function, and is more resistant to the introduction of high-frequency artifacts through ringing than using a uniform box or median filters [29]. The weighting of the Gaussian smoothing filters is dictated by the standard deviation or $\sigma$ of the Gaussian distribution. Values of $2\sigma$ and $10\sigma$ were used for the surface and trend raster respectively. The spread of the function at $10\sigma$ is flat, which effectively functions as a standard low-pass filter. A threshold at 0 was then applied to the resulting raster to segment the image into positive and negative elevation trends. Smaller positive objects comprising fewer than 128 pixels were reclassified as 0 in the Boolean array.
2.3. Ring Detection

Two approaches to ring detection were applied using the implementations in the scikit-image Python library [30], the Hough circle transform, and template matching.

The input of the Hough transform is a boolean edge array. To produce this, the threshold boolean array was subtracted from the same array dilated by a single pixel. This was then used to apply the Hough circle transform [31] to the image at radii between 20 and 150 m. The Hough circle transform is ideal for this problem, as it excels at detecting partial or fragmented rings. This has been utilized successfully in archaeology to identify burial mounds in ALS data [32]. The width of the ramparts for both meteor craters and possible ring fortresses mean that there are likely to be multiple points identified in the same locations at different radii. The more circular the feature, the more likely it is that the points will be tightly clustered. To identify these points, the Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) algorithm [33,34] was used to identify clusters of more than five points within a 3 pixel radius, and the coordinates of the identified rings were derived from the centroid of the point clusters.

Template matching compares a kernel iterating over the target array to a template image of the same dimensions using fast normalized cross-correlation. This produces an array of the same dimensions as the target image where each pixel is scored, according to its similarity to the template. Template matching has been successfully applied to detect archaeological features in ALS [35–37], satellite imagery [37], and geophysical survey data [38,39]. For this, an implementation of Lewis’s [40] method was used with procedurally generated rings with radii of 20 to 150 m and a width of 1 pixel. An empirically derived threshold of 0.35 was applied to the score of the resultant arrays and pixels below this score were discarded. The DBSCAN algorithm was again used to identify closely spaced clusters of points because the template matching algorithm detected a large number of points within each ring. This is because adjacent pixels return similar values and templates at many radii match the topographic feature defining the detected ring. Clusters of 40 or more points where the distance between points in each cluster did not exceed the diagonal of one pixel (2.26 m) were used (Figure 3).
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**Figure 3.** Point clusters from template matching, comparing an ovate glacial feature (**left**) with a circular ring fortress (**right**). A large number of superimposed and adjacent rings were detected for each feature. The DBSCAN algorithm was used to identify clusters of points within 2.26 m of each other (the diagonal of one pixel). The coordinate used for each cluster (of n points) was used as the center of the detected points. A ratio between the standard deviation (σ) of the X and Y coordinates of each point cluster was used to estimate concentricity.

2.4. Refinements

This resulted in the detection of a large number (202,048) of circular features, which clearly contained a high proportion of false positives representing a wide variety of both anthropogenic...
and natural features (Figure 4). The anthropogenic features included major roundabouts, sewerage farms, circular berms surrounding storage tanks, and athletics tracks. Natural features, by far the most numerous, comprise a wide variety of geomorphological features, including kettle holes and pingo remains, which are classes of round fossil glacial landforms formed in a high arctic environment [41,42], and river meanders, which can be quarter or half-circles in DTMs.

To reduce these, a number of parameters were used to refine the clustered points (Table 1). These parameters were used to remove spurious features. In particular, a ratio between the standard deviations of the X and Y points in each cluster were used to establish concentricity at different radii (Figure 3). A circular feature will produce a large number of tightly clustered points at different radii, whereas more amorphous topographic features such as glacial kettle holes and relict river meanders exhibit a more extensive, diffuse spatial distribution. The difference between the maximum and minimum radii indicates the breadth of the rampart. Many modern anthropogenic features were observed to have narrow ramparts in comparison to ring fortresses. These were differentiated using a threshold at 5 m. A threshold of 45 m was also applied to the maximum radius of each ring to exclude features smaller than the known Viking period fortresses. Lastly, the maximum normalized score for each cluster was used to select highly scored features using an empirically derived threshold of 0.26.

Figure 4. Examples of features detected in this study, seen in both airborne laser scanning (ALS) derived residual relief and in orthophotography showing the importance of having both the ALS data and the aerial photography for interpreting the automatically identified features: probable glacial pingo remains at Kongsbjerg near Tønder, South Jutland (A), contemporary roundabout (B), likely partly rimmed kettle-hole from the last glacial at Gudum near Lemvig (C), Meander on the river Skjern Å (D), modern sports field (E), Medieval fortification (Sigersholm) on Zealand with a partial circular outer moat and ramparts (F).
Additionally, the proximity to the pre-land reclamation coastline and geographical features digitized from the first nation-wide maps (“Videnskabernes Selskabs” from the 18th Century CE, Figure 5) [44], and relevant historical place names from the nation-wide Danish place name database [45].

### 2.5. Landscape Context Classification

To further refine the detected rings, all 202,048 rings were classified using their wider context in the landscape utilizing topographic data, pre-industrial mapping, and place name elements. This comprised the slope and Topographic Position Index (TPI) [43] derived from the ALS DTM. Additionally, the proximity to the pre-land reclamation coastline and geographical features digitized from the first nation-wide maps (“Videnskabernes Selskabs” from the 18th Century CE, Figure 5) [44], and relevant historical place names from the nation-wide Danish place name database [45].

#### Table 1. Parameters used to refine classified rings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Usage</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum radius (minRad)</td>
<td>The minimum radius identified in the point cluster</td>
<td>Where ((maxRad − minRad) &gt; 5)</td>
<td>Discard likely modern sites with narrow rampart widths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum radius (maxRad)</td>
<td>The maximum radius identified in the point cluster</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(X_0)</td>
<td>Standard deviation of the points within the cluster in the (X) dimension</td>
<td>Where ((max(X_0Y_0)/min(X_0Y_0)) &lt; 1.1)</td>
<td>A large ratio between these parameters indicates a more amorphous feature (e.g., river meanders with changing radii)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Y_0)</td>
<td>Standard deviation of the points within the cluster in the (Y) dimension</td>
<td></td>
<td>Established using known Trelleborg-type sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score maximum</td>
<td>The normalized maximum score from the ring finding algorithm</td>
<td>Score maximum &gt; 0.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.** Comparison between the Videnskabernes Selskabs map from 1770 (left) [44] and 1:200,000 present day mapping of the Lammefjord area from Kortforsyningen (right). Extensive land reclamation in the inner fjord occurred from the mid-19th Century CE. This is illustrative of the dramatic alteration of landscapes that occurred across the country.

The topographic position is useful in order to identify the fortresses since these tend to be built on prominent, defensible locations in the landscape, as opposed to glacial and fluvial features, which tend to be low-lying in comparison to the surrounding terrain. Additionally, the interior of the fortresses tends to be relatively flat, as steeply sloping ground would preclude the construction of buildings in the interior. To derive this information, a 7-m pixel size DTM was made from the 2007 ALS DTM using inverse distance weighted resampling. A lower spatial resolution was chosen for this task since it was sufficient for the scale of the features. This was used to derive slope and the topographic position index (TPI) \([46,47]\) at two scales to examine both the local and wider topographic context of each pixel in the DTM (Table 1).

Landscape features from the Videnskabernes Selskabs maps [44] were employed to provide natural and cultural context. This 1:120,000 mapping represents the most detailed and complete
mapping of the country before large scale land reclamation and drainage altered the shape of the environment. Vectorized data from these maps was used to produce a series of proximity rasters on the same grid as DTM data above. It has been suggested that proximity to communication routes such as rivers and roads is also an important factor in the location of the fortresses [6]. Thus, pre-industrial communication routes were added following the removal of the 17th Century CE “Kongevej” network of royal roads, and crossings over fjords and between islands were added to preserve the centrality of, otherwise, seemingly remote locations in the road network (Table 2).

Table 2. Vectorized data from the first nation-wide Danish maps (Videnskabernes Selskabs kort [44]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset Description</th>
<th>Motivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coast 18th Century coastline</td>
<td>It has been hypothesized that proximity to the sea is an important determinant for ring fortress location.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers 18th Century water courses</td>
<td>These represent barriers to movement, sources of fresh water, and potential communication routes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water bodies and water meadows (enge) 18th Century lakes and marshes</td>
<td>Barriers to movement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major roads 18th Century major roads (landevej) communication routes between large population centers.</td>
<td>Known ring fortresses are located near important routes between population centers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor roads 18th Century minor roads between villages and hamlets</td>
<td>Minor communication routes could also be important.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significant place name components from the Danmarks Stednavne database [17,48] were also used to explore the correlation between these names and possible fortress locations. The place name elements registered in the database are assembled from historical mapping and parish records, and preserve the names of settlements and topographic features dating to the medieval and Viking periods [49]. Some of these are located at the level of individual fields and topographic features. However, the majority are registered at the parish level. Thus, the names were joined to parish boundaries and these were used to derive proximity rasters for each name element. The place name elements pertinent to the ring fortresses [50] are described in Table 3.

The values of the topographic and proximity rasters at each of the 202,048 filtered candidate rings were sampled. A subset of these were manually interpreted to provide examples to use as training data for the subsequent classification of the points (Table 4). Modern cultural features were excluded from this classification, since these are constructed with little regard for topographic and historical context. These data were used to train a random forests classifier [21] using the implementation in Scikit-learn [51]. Furthermore, 100 estimators were used, with no constraint on the depth of the trees. Additionally, the classifier returns the relative importance of each proximity raster for each feature in the training data. This indicates that the topographic position and proximity to major communication routes are the most useful layers for distinguishing the fortresses from natural features (Table 5), while the place names are comparatively unimportant.

Table 3. Place names that possible are correlated to fortress locations used as proximity rasters to explore correlation between these names and possible fortress locations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Justification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>borg</td>
<td>Fortress, hill</td>
<td>Common element in ring fortress names (e.g., Borgring, Trelleborg, Aggersborg, Borgeby)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>borre</td>
<td>As borg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banke</td>
<td>Bank, hill</td>
<td>Found in association with a number of fortresses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trel</td>
<td>Slave, thrall</td>
<td>Found in association with a number of earlier fortresses (e.g., Trælborg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trelle</td>
<td>Staves, palisade/palisade</td>
<td>Associated with ring fortresses at Trelleborg on Zealand and in Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ring</td>
<td>Ring</td>
<td>Associated with a ring fortress at Borgring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trolld</td>
<td>Troll, wizard</td>
<td>Found in association with a number of earlier fortresses (e.g., Trolldborg)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Examples of natural and anthropogenic features uses as training data for the subsequent classification for ring fortress (Ringborg) detection within Denmark.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kettle hole</td>
<td>Glacial kettle holes and possible pingo remains</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meanders</td>
<td>River meanders, oxbow lakes</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ringborg</td>
<td>Recognized Viking Age ring fortresses</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. The relative importance for map layers/features used to train the random forests classifier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Feature Importance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topographic Position Index (140-m radius)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographic Position Index (70-m radius)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18th Century Major roads</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18th Century Rivers</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18th Century Minor roads</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~ring place name element</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coast</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakes, bogs, and water meadows</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~borre place name element</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~borg place name element</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~bank place name element</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trold~ place name element</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trel~ place name element</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trelle~ place name element</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6. Evaluation

After refinement using geometric criteria and landscape context classification described above, the number of classified rings was reduced from 202,048 to 2814. This was further reduced to 2252 by eliminating features less than 90 m in diameter (Figure 6). At this point, we felt it was practical to undertake a manual, visual assessment of these features to assess the accuracy of the classification. To do this, expert interpreters with experience in geomorphology and archaeology examined and classified each of the 2814 rings in GIS software at the 1:2500 scale over the course of two weeks. Data used included residual relief visualization, hill shades, and contours derived from both the 2007 and higher spatial resolution (0.4 m) 2014 ALS derived DTMs [25], in addition to imagery from the national orthophoto-graphic surveys. This 0.15 m spatial resolution RGB imagery is acquired with full national coverage annually during the spring, and are freely available as open data [52]. The 2018 image was used unless there had been significant changes since 2007.

This revealed that a significant number of the highly scored rings identified by the Hough transform were spurious, as a result of high frequency noise from forestry and crop cultivation. While the high number of spurious positives identified could be mitigated to some extent by more stringent noise removal, especially Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) [53,54], template matching proved more resistant to this noise. After manually removing rings identified as resulting from noise patterns and those related to modern anthropogenic construction, the accuracy of the classifier could be evaluated for the three feature classes.
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Figure 6. Sankey diagram showing the relationship between predicted and manual classifications. A high number of features are either modern or result from noise. Additionally, classes of features not included in the classification workflow were identified, including marine features related to relict beach ridges and other archaeological features not related to fortifications.

2.7. Ground Truthing

A key rationale for this remotely sensed automatic feature detection approach was that no destructive archaeological excavation should be done, as the lessons learned from Borgring [6] showed that it takes years of careful excavation to prove a ring feature belongs to the Trelleborg-type. No legally protected cultural heritage sites under the jurisdiction of The Agency for Culture and Palaces were investigated on the ground. However, of the candidate sites outside protected areas, two sites with near-perfect circular rims around a central depression was selected for ground truthing since they were the best candidates for meteor impact craters in the dataset.

3. Results

3.1. Summary

We tested applied ring detection computer vision techniques to the national ALS derived DTM, using a residual relief convolution segmented into positive and negative elevation trends. The detected features were then refined using their geometric properties, and classified using their topographic and cultural context by ensemble machine learning.

3.2. Archaeological Candidate Sites

This resulted in the identification of 199 candidate features. In total, nine fortresses were correctly identified (Figure 7), including four of the five extant Trelleborg-type ring fortresses (Aggersborg, Borgring, Fyrkat, and Trelleborg), with only Nonnebakken not being detected. This site has been levelled and obscured by recent urbanization, and no topographic remains of the feature are visible on the surface [55].
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Figure 7. (A): The five known examples of Trelleborg-type fortresses in Denmark. Note that Trelleborg, Fyrkat, and Aggersborg have been extensively reconstructed and that Nonnebakken has been obliterated by modern development (location marked with a red diamond). (B): Further fortresses identified by the classifier. (C): The four fortresses misidentified by the classifier.

The two most compelling candidates for unrecognized ring fortresses are those at Trælbanken and on Borgø (Figure 8). Both are defined by substantial annular ramparts. These sites are described in detail in the discussion below. Further fortresses identified were the earlier Iron Age fortifications at Trælborg near Skanderborg [56], the Medieval fortress at Borrebanken (Lolland), and a 19th Century Sconce at Havmøllen (Djursland). The ramparts at these sites are not circular like the ring fortresses. Trælborg and Borrebanken are defined by ovate rings, whereas Havmøllen is defined by a substantial square fortification.

Of the remaining 2053 detected rings not classified as archaeological features, four fortresses were misidentified as geomorphological features. However, these were constructed later in the medieval and post-medieval period and are all located in low-lying topographic positions. Thirty-one geomorphological features and 84 modern anthropogenic features were incorrectly identified as potential ring fortresses. Additionally, 79 detected fortresses resulted from noise or cultivation patterns.
The two most compelling candidates for unrecognized ring fortresses are those at Trælbanken and on Borgø (Figure 8). Both are defined by substantial annular ramparts. These sites are described in detail in the discussion below. Further fortresses identified were the earlier Iron Age fortifications at Trælborg near Skanderborg [56], the Medieval fortress at Borrebanken (Lolland), and a 19th Century sconce at Havmøllen (Djursland). The ramparts at these sites are not circular like the ring fortresses. Trælborg and Borrebanken are defined by ovate rings, whereas Havmøllen is defined by a substantial square fortification.

Of the remaining 2053 detected rings not classified as archaeological features, four fortresses were misidentified as geomorphological features. However, these were constructed later in the medieval and post-medieval period and are all located in low-lying topographic positions. Thirty-one geomorphological features and 84 modern anthropogenic features were incorrectly identified as potential ring fortresses. Additionally, 79 detected fortresses resulted from noise or cultivation patterns.

Figure 8. Detailed view of the known Viking Age site at Borgring (A) and candidate sites at Trælbanken (B) and Borgø (C) shown with both the residual relief model and orthophotography. All three sites have previously been identified as belonging to other periods, but are positively correlated as Trelleborg-type ring fortress candidates by our automatic feature detection approach. Only Borgring is now a recognized Trelleborg-type dated to the reign of Harald Bluetooth c. 958 to 986 CE.

3.3. Geological Sites

Throughout Denmark, only two near-perfect rings (Gudum and Kongsbjerg, Figure 4a,c) with an outer rim were detected. Based on the remote sensing data, these could be candidate sites for meteor impact craters. However, since they could be either glacial rimmed pingos, kettle-holes, or meteor craters [41,42,57], and were identified during the manual interpretation of the 2814 candidate features (Figure 6). The sites were investigated by a walkover survey, small test pits, and auguring.

Coring, walk-over survey and small soil pits of the ring at Gudum (Figure 4a) revealed >2 m thick, undisturbed silty clay from an ice-lake, which made it a candidate for a rimmed glacial kettle-hole, or eventually a recently modified site as late 19th Century maps show pits dug in this area. Similarly, ground truthing at a site next to Kongsbjerg (Figure 4c) revealed that this site has been heavily eroded by ploughing, peat excavation, and a badger’s sett. This site with strongly podzolised soil on a late-glacial outwash plain, had a flat-bottomed interior filled with 1.5 m of peat and gyttja. Neither surface shatter cones or tektites, which is indicative of impact craters [57,58], were found. The Kongsbjerg circle, hence, likely belongs to a glacial landform such as a rimmed pingo or a rimmed kettle-hole [41,42,59], even though it is a rare example with a nearly perfectly circular, well-developed rim even after ten millennia of erosion.
Since no indicators of anthropogenic origin for these features such as turf in the rims/rampart or artifacts could be found, the two sites are not relevant for further investigation within our research, which aims to detect Viking Age ring fortresses.

4. Discussion

4.1. Evaluating Our Approach

Automatic feature detection approaches for archaeology are a rapidly and fast developing field in archaeological prospection \cite{60-62}. Recent studies have demonstrated machine learning methods for detecting a wide variety of features, including burial mounds, charcoal kilns, buildings, and field systems \cite{10,63-66}.

The approach considered above differs from these studies in that it seeks to test a specific hypothesis: Are there any further fortresses of the Trelleborg-type in Denmark? Searching for such specific, rare features across the landmass of a whole country presents unique challenges, especially given the paucity of training data and large size of the features. The combined ring detection and classification approach addresses this by searching for anything that fits the morphological characteristics of the fortresses and then classifying these features based on their context.

Our approach detected \(>2800\) features, the majority of which are false positives that need to be manually checked. This is time consuming, and even though we feel it is worthwhile given the scarcity and significance of the features of interest, should be addressed in further work. More stringent noise removal is essential, and could be achieved by careful reprocessing of the raw data. Consensus of classifications between the 2007, 2014, and forthcoming 2019 ALS datasets could mitigate the effects of sensor and platform noise \cite{67,68}, and reduce the influence of artificial textures introduced by vegetation and cultivation. The large number of modern features could be identified and removed by classification of orthophotography. Furthermore, areas where modern development has led to gaps in our ALS dataset can be addressed by using structure from motion techniques to derive DTMs from archival aerial photographic surveys \cite{3,69}, in Denmark such as those with national coverage including the Basic Cover series from 1954 and RAF series from 1965 \cite{70}.

A potential criticism of this work is that it could be construed as machine learning for machine learning’s sake. Manually searching for fortresses across the whole landmass of the country would have been untenable, but if we had undertaken a systematic review of the 1395 known voldsteder (fortifications) and vold (ramparts) in the Danish state heritage database \cite{71} using the ALS data, we could have arrived at the same conclusions as this work with much less effort. However, we contend that this is a circular argument. We would not know this if we had not looked for undiscovered fortresses, which could have remained undetected and unidentified given their poor condition, and we should never rely on our existing understanding being complete. This is especially important given the nature of the problem. An indicated absence of further fortresses is just as important for our understanding of the geography of power and dynastic politics in Northern Europe during this period as finding new examples.

A further potential criticism is that our two most compelling ring fortress candidates are already known sites, but these sites have not been exhaustively investigated, and evidence from known sites must always be re-evaluated. On such large sites, small excavations can only reveal so much, and the methods at our disposal for dating and provenancing sites improve continually. An important motivation of our method is that there is always the potential for the morphology and context of sites to be misinterpreted and overlooked given incomplete evidence. Borgring \cite{6} is a good example of this. Even though the place name evidence and historical records indicated the presence of a fortification, it was not until 1970 that the site was serendipitously discovered in aerial photography after a light snowfall. Trial excavations revealed some scant evidence of Roman Iron Age settlement, and this date was applied to the whole fortification. In 2014, the site was re-evaluated using ALS data and it was identified as the potential Trelleborg-type fortress. This hypothesis, however, took three extensive
campaigns of excavation and scientific analyses to confirm. Similarly, the site at Borgø has been ascribed to a later period, but the possibility of an earlier date for the rampart or the entire fortification has never been articulated or investigated.

4.2. Borgø—Archaeological Consideration

This site is located on a small island in Maribo Lake (Figures 8 and 9). The site has a circular rampart with a diameter approximately of 92 m, with a series of five linear outworks blocking a promontory. Extensive construction at the site, including earthworks and masonry, has been dated to 13th Century CE, when a castle was constructed at the island [72]. However, both the size and shape of this fortification are anomalous for the Medieval period. A small number of Viking Age finds from the adjacent lake, including a worked oak plank felled after 975 CE suggests earlier activity at the island [72]. We suggest that the 12–13th Century medieval structures represent a re-working of an earlier Viking Age fortification, which has remained unacknowledged because it was assumed to be part of the later constructions. The location of Borgø on a small island resembles Slavic lake fortresses from the same period from the south Baltic region [73], which is a relevant comparison in light of the evidence for contemporaneous Slavic colonization in this part of Denmark [74]. The fortress can be compared in general terms to sites like Gross Raden or Behren-Lübchin in Mecklenburg, present-day Germany, which were both erected by Slavic rulers in the late 10th Century CE [75]. An identification of the site as a late Viking-age ring fortress would, thus, be consistent with several, very different historical scenarios, which can only be clarified by further investigations on the ground.

4.3. Trælbanke—Archaeological Considerations

This known cultural heritage site near the Wadden Sea coast of the North Sea, consists of a rampart of approximately 113 m in the outer diameter. Trial excavations have identified traces of settlement from the early Roman period (1st–2nd Century CE) in the earliest strata at the site, when a similar date was suggested for the earthworks. However, the date of the substantial fortification, with a 11.5-m wide rampart, cannot be established beyond being younger than the settlement traces [76]. Although our machine learning approach identified it, Trælbanke’s rampart, at first appears imperfectly circular (Figure 8), even though major changes in its surface appearance are very likely since coastal deposition is evident at the south and east quadrants of the rampart, which, today, are surrounded by marsh sediments (Figure 9). These deposits are likely from the era before dykes were built from 1556 CE onwards [77]. The elevations of the rampart’s crest suggest that the major storm tides of 1362 and 1634 CE could have flooded the entire site. Furthermore, truncation by cultivation and modern ditches is also evident, and written records describe levelling and infilling of the ramparts in the 19th Century [71]. The Trælbanke earthwork has previously been associated with a group of similar ring fortresses in the German part of the Wadden Sea: Archsumburg and Tinnumburg on Sylt and Borgsumburg on Föhr. Like Trælbanke, these have previously been dated to the Roman Iron Age [78], and settlement structures from this period are certainly present at all three sites. However, more recent investigations suggest that these major fortifications in Germany were more likely established in the Viking Age [79]. In light of this revision, the case for dating Trælbanke to the Iron Age appears increasingly unfounded, and the alternative Viking-Age date, suggested by our analysis, must be considered more plausible. The fact that previous excavations did not identify Viking-age artifacts is not conclusive. Early excavations at Fyrkat, Aggersborg, and Borgring all failed to produce datable artifacts, likely due to the short use-life of the sites [7,9].

4.4. Archaeological Implications

The interpretation of the archaeological evidence from both Trælbanke and Borgø should be carefully reconsidered, and further on-ground investigations should be undertaken to obtain a more precise date. The diameter of both is smaller than that of known Trelleborg-type sites (Figures 7 and 8). However, the exact circular layout is strongly reminiscent of the currently recognized Trelleborg-type
fortresses. What makes the latter sites unique is the fact that they were constructed as a concerted effort across several provinces, which is a defensive network outlining the scope of the Viking-age Danish kingdom [6]. If one or both of Trælbanke and Borgø are to be considered as part of this network, current historical narratives must be revised thoroughly.

The identification of the two sites by our workflow as potential Viking-age sites, thus, points to evidence of far-reaching archaeological importance. The Trelleborg-type fortresses are prime, but scarce evidence for political evolution in the Viking state formation and the transition to the medieval world, for which we rely almost entirely on archaeological evidence, with military installations being a key parameter [80]. The recent discoveries at Borgring demonstrate the extent to which new sites may alter established narratives. If these two candidate sites at the southern edge of present-day Denmark are confirmed as dating to this period, it will fundamentally revise our understanding of the political center of gravity in the early Danish kingdom.

Figure 9. Suggestions for paleo-landscapes at the two candidate sites in the late Viking-Age Borgø (A) and Trælbanke (B) as regional overviews based on a false-color digital elevation model below a transparent residual relief visualization. At Borgø, the blue signature depicts a likely paleo-lake level before a major drainage of the Maribo lakes [81] with present-day then flooded areas around the Borgø site as shading in the blue (C). At Trælbanke, the blue signature is marsh sediments (Danish Geological Surveys Soil Map 1:25,000), showing where thickness of storm-flood generated Wadden Sea tidal sediments are greater than approximately 90 cm today (D).

4.5. Detection of the Natural Surface Feature

While the focus of this paper is archaeological, the morphology of the ring fortresses is comparable to a number of natural and other anthropogenic circular features also identified by our algorithm (Figure 4). Our automatic approach is, hence, adaptable to search for a wide variety of circular surface structures where digital elevation models (DEMs) are available. Such future studies could focus on common geomorphological features such as meandering rivers, coastal erosion scars, and glacial
landforms [10,42,82], but also remote mapping of impact craters from meteors [57], bomb craters [83], and center pivot irrigation [84]. It may be even applicable on extra-terrestrial bodies [85].

Of these, the possibility of identification of meteor impact craters is the most promising since they are extremely rare and are discovered at a rate of only three to five per year [58]. Although we did not identify undiscovered meteor impact craters in Denmark, we can now argue that the chance of finding unidentified impact craters in the range of a 45 to 250-m diameter is low in our study area. After modification of our code and improved training data, it will be possible for further work to automatically search for meteor impact craters in ALS DTM s wherever these are available.

5. Conclusions

The successful identification of both heavily eroded Pleistocene features and previously known, though poorly dated, fortresses demonstrates that our method is capable of detecting relatively ephemeral and incomplete features. Our methodology empowers archaeologists and historians by demonstrating that large-scale searches for features at national scales are feasible. Societies have limited resources for exploring and protecting cultural heritage, which makes it essential that we can identify which sites are of key scientific potential before they disappear. Automated feature detection and characterization affords the means to exploit the vast global archives [86–88] of data to achieve this.

Beyond archaeology and geomorphology, impact craters from hypervelocity projectiles, are fast vanishing due to weathering, obliteration, deformation, vegetation regrowth, erosion, and burial of their impact craters. Previous attempts to automatically identify terrestrial impact craters have focused on large scale craters [89] without success, while digital terrain models have generated data that can aid identification of impact craters on other bodies in our solar system [85]. As a consequence of our archaeologically driven choice of parameters in the random forests’ classification (Tables 3, 5 and S2), i.e., distance to specific site names and water courses, we have somewhat biased our ability to successfully detect these rare, randomly distributed features in Denmark. Our needle-in-the-haystack machine learning approach to ALS data is, nevertheless, a promising way forward for detecting more candidates for terrestrial impact craters from meteors and comets, as only 190 are recognized worldwide [57,58].

As further automatic identification of larger areas can produce numerous points of interest, a natural next step for research in surface feature detection is to include citizen science for ground-truthing, as demonstrated by a recent Dutch study [63].
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